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Introduction
About this Report
This report contains the full site by site evaluation of potential Local Nature Reserves. It provides
the evaluation to support the Main Report. Background to this report is contained in the
Introduction to the Main Report.

Approach to Evaluation
The evaluation framework
developed for this project
considers the core
legislative requirements
and Natural England’s
recommendations and
additional criteria. In
order to provide
objectivity to the
evaluation, criteria were
developed to assess the
core elements of local
natural interest and public
value. An additional
evaluation category
encompasses
management structure,
effectiveness and
security, to assess the
confidence with which the
suitability of the site as an
LNR could be secured
into the future. This is
summarised in the figure
to the rights.
Although the evaluation
process necessarily has a
degree of subjectivity,
scoring provides a
quantitative guide to show how well each site meets the core tests and Natural England’s
recommendations. The sites scoring highest can therefore be considered to be the strongest
candidates for taking forward as Local Nature Reserves.
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An outline of the elements considered in each evaluation category is shown below.
Natural Interest Evaluation
• Existing recognition of
being of local importance
(Local Wildlife Site or
other designation)
• Evidence of priority
habitats or species
• Place in ecological unit –
within a Biodiversity
Opportunity Area or linking
to priority habitats
• Size and function as an
ecological unit
• Condition of habitats
•
•
•

Public Value Evaluation
• Access
• Proximity to people and
role as accessible
greenspace
• Educational and
community use
• Levels of community
interest and activity

•
•
•
•

Management Structures
and Security Evaluation
Status of management
plan
Management organisation
Implementation of
management
Balance of recreation and
nature conservation –
recreation well-managed

The maximum score for each of the categories was 10 (100%)
Some of the criteria are ‘pass or fail’ – scoring 1 point if the site meets the criterion or zero
if it does not
Some of the criteria are ranked with more points scored for how well the site meets the
criteria

Desktop Research
Desktop research carried out included:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The location of the site was determined through reviewing the Maidstone Borough
Council ownership GIS shapefile, online research, review of the management plan and
contact with the landowner;
GIS data was reviewed to determine if the site was already a designated site or a Local
Wildlife Site (LWS), was within or near a Biodiversity Opportunity Area, contained or was
in proximity to Natural England Priority Habitats or Kent Habitat Survey Priority Habitats
and whether public rights of way crossed the site ;
Local Wildlife Site citations were obtained from Kent Wildlife Trust;
Landowners were approached and asked to provide management plans;
Landscape and Ecological Management Plans were reviewed for sites arising from
development;
The nominating Councillor was approached for more information where appropriate.

Condition of Habitats
A brief walk-over survey was conducted at each of the sites during the spring and summer of
2019. The aim was to provide an overview assessment of the condition of the habitats,
implementation of management and the provision of public access facilities to supplement the
desktop research. In several cases these visits also provided an opportunity to meet the
community groups managing the site to discuss management and their views on LNR
designation.
Natural England’s Common Standards Monitoring guidance for a range of habitats was used as
the basis of the condition assessment. A summary is shown next:
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Description of site and broad habitats present
Recreational Use
Extent (whole site, rights of way only); type, evidence of illegal/anti-social use; damage from
recreation; level of recreation; evidence of conflict with nature conservation management.
Management
Evidence of management – management of habitats and recreation (general); appropriateness of
management; evidence of any other damage or threats to site.
Woodland Habitats
Main species and % of species; age structure; regeneration; planting - %, species used;
presence of non-native or negative indicator species and extent / % of stand; ground flora and
species; woodland management – currently managed or evidence of past management (e.g. age
of coppice stools if present); indicator species of local distinctiveness / positive indicator species;
browsing or other damage.
Scrub Habitats
Species (%); age; % of site; place within mosaic.
Grassland Habitats
Improved, semi-improved, amenity (%); calcareous, mesotrophic, wet (%); main species present
(grass and herbs); grass:herb ratio, % of herbs; presence of non-native or negative indicator
species and % of sward (including seeding scrub); indicator species of local distinctiveness /
positive indicator species; sward description; litter or bare earth; mosaic with other habitats;
evidence of management.
Open Water
Evidence of fishing or other recreation; presence of non-native or invasive species; zonation of
vegetation; negative features e.g. erosion, dogs, barriers; height of water – evidence of
seasonality; overhanging trees or shrubs (%); surrounding land use; water source; potential
sources of pollution/evidence of pollution; approx. size and depth; base or liner; naturalness of
banks, bankside vegetation.
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The Sites
The list of sites to be evaluated was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allington Millennium Green
Bearsted Woodland Trust
Bell Lane Nature Area
Bluebell Wood
Bredhurst Wood
Bridge Nursery
Buckland Hill Pocket Nature Reserve
Bunyards Farm (Allington)
Cuckoo Wood
Dove Hill Wood
Fant Wildlife Area
Five Acre and Wents Woods
Four Oaks Wood
Gorham and Admiral Woods
Grove Wood
Hayle Place Stud Farm
High Level Bridge Pocket Nature Reserve and Valley Conservation
High Speed 1 Compound
Hockers Lane Nature Reserve (Kent Medical Campus)
Hollingbourne Meadows Trust
Horish Wood and Monk’s Meadow
Lime Trees Open Space Ponds / Green Hill Open Space
Mote Park
Palace Wood
Pepper Fen, Ringlestone
Poyntell Pond
River Len Reserve, Downswood (Spot Lane Nature Area)
River Medway Towpath (land from Bower Lane to East Farleigh Lock)
Roundwell Park
Sandling Park
Senacre Wood
Sunningdale Court Woodland (River Len Reserve, Maidstone)
Walderslade Woodlands
Weavering Heath
Westfield Wood
Wimpey Field
Yalding Fen

The location of these sites is show in Plan 1.
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Plan 1: Location of Sites
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Sites Evaluation
Allington Millennium Green

Ownership

Cloudberry Close, Allington, Maidstone
TQ74845653
ME16 0YU
Allington Millennium Green Trust

Management Organisation

Allington Millennium Green Trust

Size

Approx. 0.9 hectares

Existing Designations

No nature conservation designations. The site is a Millennium
Green. Initial consultation with Natural England indicates that
favourable to designate as a Local Nature Reserve with no
conflict of interests with Millennium Green designation.

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Yes

Constraints

Site is also a Millennium Green which places constraints on
certain activities. As well as consultation with Natural England
through the LNR designation process, Natural England solicitors
will need to be involved in designation. Initial discussions have
taken place through the process of this scoping exercise and
Natural England (Millennium Green solicitor) is favourable to
designation.
Updated management plan required.

Location

Site visit conducted with community group.
Site Description
Allington Millennium Green Trust (AMGT) is a group of local residents who own and manage the
site. The site was given to AMGT by Antler Homes following the building of homes on
neighbouring land. The remit was to provide a quiet area for relaxation and for the benefit of
wildlife and education.
The site was set up in 1998 to reflect the countryside of Kent. This included planting cobnut
orchards, meadows and native species hedges. A circular community seating and events area
was surrounded by a sensory garden created to reflect Roman artefacts found on the site,
although the planting has now been removed. The central part of the site is grassland, with both
amenity grass and conservation grassland which is left to grow to a hay meadow. Yellow rattle
has been planted to suppress grasses and to increase diversity and there are flowering species
such as black knapweed and meadow vetchling. A Kentish cobnut plat has been planted on the
southern side of the site, with native woodland/shaw bordering the A20 and a native hedge on
the northern edge of the site. The cobnut plat is coppiced on rotation. There is also an orchard
with traditional varieties, with long grass left underneath the orchard trees.
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Key objectives for the site are (from management plan):
•
•
•
•

To provide a semi-natural open space for the public and residents to enjoy
Keep maintenance and management low-level as labour resource is limited
Maintain the cobnut plat as a screen from the road, as a haven for wildlife and a reflection
of the Kent countryside and previous agricultural practices
Manage for biodiversity while keeping the threat of vandalism to a minimum

The site is owned and managed by an active community organisation, with good support from
local people.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

77%

Local natural interest evaluation

40%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

90%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

4

40%

10

100%

1
Site

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

Small site in
residential area.
Although not
connected to other
sites, provides an
urban wildlife haven.

Comments

3

Small site, no priority
habitats, but wellmanaged.

10

100%

10

100%

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

Site
Comments
Score
Run by the
community under
3
Trust arrangement.
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90%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Comments

2

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0

10

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

Site
Comments
Score

1

Management plan
expired in 2018, but
appropriate and
could be updated to
be suitable for LNR.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Site

3

Comments
Active management
organisation, regular
volunteer parties,
high level of
community interest.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

1
0
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Site

2

Comments
Recreation is wellmanaged, although a
small site and there
are some areas
where access is
more difficult/not
encouraged.
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Bearsted Woodland Trust

Ownership

Church Landway, Bearsted, Maidstone
TQ79975529
ME14 4NE
Bearsted Woodland Trust

Management Organisation

Bearsted Woodland Trust

Size

Approx. 12 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Location

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Constraints

No, whilst conservation one of its charitable objectives, Bearsted
Woodland Trust does not wish to enter into agreement with
Maidstone Borough Council.
Landowner does not wish to designate as does not wish to enter
into agreement with Maidstone Borough Council.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements.

Site Description
Community-run site in Bearsted formerly held as a ‘land bank’ by a housing developer. Several
grassland fields cut on a hay-cut regime to improve the biodiversity of formerly rank grassland. A
small native woodland has been planted, with existing native ash woodland, secondary woodland
and mature hedgerows. Many trees have been planted, mostly native, but some ornamental.
The centre of the site dips into the Lilk Valley where there is a small area of alder woodland.
Also includes area of ‘parkland’ with mature trees and exposed sand, which is important for
invertebrates.
The site is fully accessible with some surfaced paths. The site is well used by local people,
especially dog walkers.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

77%

Local natural interest evaluation

60%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

70%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

6

60%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

3

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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This
Comments
Site

1

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
3

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

1

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

1
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Bell Lane Nature Area

Ownership

Bell Lane/Vine Walk, Staplehurst
TQ78454307
TN12 0BQ
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 0.25 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site below 2 hectare threshold.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements (previous plan dated 2001). Management needs to
be implemented in line with plan.

Location

Site Description
Three ponds in a small area surrounded on three sides by residential area. The ponds are
surrounded by woodland and scrub and ruderal habitats. The woodland is comprised of mixed
native species including oak, goat willow, lime, yew, ash, hazel, field maple and elder with some
sycamore and occasional horse chestnut. There is a mixed ground flora which includes cow
parsley, ramsons, hogweed, nettle, bramble and occasional bluebell, with one stand of butcher’s
broom. There are some garden species.
The southern-most pond is the least shaded (c10%) and has marginal vegetation. The central
pond is more shaded (c70%) but still has marginal vegetation and the northern pond is most
shaded. All have natural banks.
Work to open up the ponds through pollarding and thinning trees has taken place following
recommendations in the 2001 management plan. There are bat and bird boxes and log piles.
There is no public access to the site. A community group is active in managing the site with
monthly work parties. There are occasional visits by guides/scouts/brownies groups.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

67%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

70%

Management evaluation

80%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

5

50%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

1

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

1

4
Site Comments
4

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

1

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score
The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score
2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

1

Occasional educational
visits

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

Communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

Communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

8

80%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan
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1

This
Comments
Site

1

Comprehensive previous
management plan dated
2001 produced by Kent
Wildlife Trust. A new plan
will be required for
designation. However,
surveys have been
undertaken in interim and
the community group is
following management
recommendations.

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

2

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2
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Bluebell Wood
Location
Ownership
Management Organisation
Size

Hermitage Lane, north of Maidstone Hospital, Barming Road
TQ73425614
ME16 9FR
Croudace Ltd
Unknown
Approx. 7.8 hectares (total area of suitable land unclear until
development has been completed)

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site being developed at present. Suitability will also depend on
the condition of the site following establishment as part of
development. Management plan required which complies with
LNR requirements. Management needs to be implemented in
line with plan.

Site Description
This woodland is part of a housing
development, reference
18/501745/REM (and associated
appeal and applications). The
housing development is being built
at present.
The areas used in this evaluation
are detailed in the Landscape and
Ecology Management Plan and
include existing woodland on the
southern and south eastern side of
the site and a wildlife and quiet
recreation area to be created on
the north eastern side, as shown
on page 47 of the ‘Detailed
Landscape and Ecological
Management Plan (LEMP) Phase
1 (November 2016)’ (see right).
The existing woodland to the south is mainly sweet chestnut coppice, with some oak, birch and
hornbeam, with some hazel. Ground flora includes bluebell, bramble and wood anemone. The
sweet chestnut also extends along the south eastern side in a narrower strip. Both areas have
been visited. The third area to the north east has not been created.
There are public footpaths through both existing woodlands. As well as being important to the
new residents of the housing development, the site is also important and highly valued by
existing residents of Allington and Chartwell Drive and other nearby streets.
The evaluation score for this site is lower than might be expected due to uncertainty over the
habitats to be created and future management arrangements.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

60%

Local natural interest evaluation

80%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

20%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

8

80%

10

100%

5
Site

Comments

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland,
part is mapped as
ancient woodland by
Natural England.

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Greensand Heaths
and Commons BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Comments

3

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

8

80%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Current access
through public rights
of way.

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

Site
Comments
Score

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

2

20%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1
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1

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

Comments

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

0

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has a LEMP
and associated
ecological plans
related to the housing
development, but an
LNR compatible
management plan will
be required.

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

Comments

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management
Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed
No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

2
1

0

0

Future management
arrangements not fully
settled.

1

0

Future management
arrangements not fully
settled.

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded
Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked

Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

Comments

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness

No management taking place

1

0
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0

Future management
arrangements not fully
settled.

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

1
0
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Site

2

Comments
Assumed recreation
remains at present
levels on existing
public rights of way
and minimal impact in
new area to be
created
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Bredhurst Hurst

Ownership

Bredhurst
TQ80136162
ME7 3LA
Complex ownership – see below

Management Organisation

Bredhurst Woodland Action Group

Size

Approx. 63.5 hectares

Existing Designations

Squirrel Wood, Stockbury Valley MA46

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Complex ownership – see below

Constraints

Multiple ownership will present a challenge in constructing
management agreements. Owned plots are not contiguous.
Management plan for Woodland Grant Scheme – ideally updated
to be more suitable for LNR designation.

Location

Site Description
Bredhurst Hurst is part of a wider woodland complex, designated as Local Wildlife Site Squirrel
Wood, Stockbury Valley MA46 (the owners of the wider woodland – Monkdown Wood on the
plan on next page - were approached as part of this evaluation but were not interested in
progressing at this time). The part of the Local Wildlife Site under consideration is Bredhurst
Hurst, managed by Bredhurst Woodland Action Group (BWAG).
This woodland has been
split into smaller plots, with
multiple owners. BWAG
has purchased several of
these and manages others
on behalf of owners. The
ownership of several of the
plots is not known (see
right). This multiple
ownership will present
difficulties with formulating
land management
agreements. Further advice
should be sought from
Natural England and
additional legal advice may
be required.
The woodland is over-mature mixed coppice with standards with hornbeam, ash, hazel and field
maple, with some yew and beech.
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The Kent Wildlife Trust botanical
survey 2014 notes:
“Bredhurst Hurst is included
within the Bredhurst Woods
Local Wildlife Site (LWS MA34).
The reason for designation is
that, “The site consists of almost
200 hectares of ancient
woodland with at least 47
ancient woodland indicator
plants recorded. The north
eastern half of the woodland is
surrounded by chalk grassland,
species-rich in places with 17
indicator plant species
recorded.”
The eminent botanist Dr Francis
Rose, has described Bredhurst
Hurst as one of the seven most
outstanding woods on the Kent
Chalk, supporting 55 ‘old
woodland’ species (Kent Wildlife
Trust File Note, 26 November
1980).
In addition to its assemblage of
ancient woodland vascular plant
indicator species, Bredhurst Hurst is known to support several protected and / or
notable plant species including bluebell Hyacinthoides non-scripta, lady orchid Orchis
purpurea and the lichen Porina byssophila.”
There is access through most of the woodland through public rights of way.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

83%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

80%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

9

90%

10

100%

6
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Squirrel Wood,
Stockbury Valley
MA46

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland.

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Medway Gap BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Comments

3

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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8

80%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Site
Comments
Score
1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

3

80%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

1

0
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Site
Comments
Score

8

2

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

Site
Comments
Score

1

Comments

Within Woodland
Grant Scheme but
requires a
management plan
which is suitable for
LNR designation

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

3

3

Comments

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

Partially

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0
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Comments

Bridge Nursery

Ownership

Bridge Nursery estate, Allington, Maidstone
TQ73855737
ME16 0XE
Ward Homes

Management Organisation

Ward Homes appointed contractor

Size

Approx. 3.6 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Area of public open space, habitat creation for reptiles and SUDS pond associated with Bridge
Nursery development in Allington.
Western side near London Road is accessed through a gate but does not appear to be well used.
Trees are mainly sycamore, with sycamore self-seeding throughout the area. Rank vegetation
including creeping thistle, ragwort and possible remnants of wildflower sowing including
marjoram, poppy and oxeye daisy. In the centre is a large SUDS pond. On the eastern side is
area of ruderal vegetation with oxeye daisy, dock, ragwort and creeping thistle. Access is not
restricted, but neither is it an attractive place to walk. There is also a small area of existing beech
woodland.
There is some public access permitted but the site is not welcoming and there is little evidence of
the public frequently using the site. The SUDS pond separates two areas of open space and is
not accessible.
It is not clear what the current management strategy is for the area. There is potential for this site
due to its size, location near to a residential area and links to a wider corridor in neighbouring
land and railway line. However, this potential is not being realised at present.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management
for a conservation purpose.

Yes (but limited recreation)

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

33%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

30%

Management evaluation

20%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

5

50%

10

100%

Site
3
Score
Score by
Site Comments
Criterion

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Site Comments
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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3

Connection to adjacent
land and to railway
corridor

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Site
Score

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

2

Score by
Site Comments
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

2

3

30%

10

100%

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

1

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

0

1

2

20%

10

100%

Site
Score

Management Plan

Score by This
Comments
Criterion Site

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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0

Management Structures and Security
Score by This
Comments
Criterion Site

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

Management
arrangements unclear.

1

Management effectiveness
Score by This
Comments
Criterion Site

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Site Comments
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Buckland Hill Pocket Nature Reserve
Location
Ownership

Size

At corner of Buckland Hill and Hubert Walter Drive, Maidstone
Maidstone Borough Council
Maidstone Borough Council via High Level Bridge and Buckland
Hill Pocket Nature Reserves Management Committee (which is
drawn from local elected representatives, residents and
stakeholders) and local volunteers.
Approx. 0.5 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

There is an up to date plan - management needs to be
implemented in line with plan. Further detail may be required on
costings and funding to demonstrate security of management.

Management Organisation

Site Description
The management plan states:
The site comprises predominantly open-structured and sycamore and ash dominated
secondary woodland with an understorey of holly, common hawthorn, hazel, elder,
dogwood, bramble and male fern. The impact of the fungal pathogen induced ashdecline is being felt across the site and pedunculate oak, field maple, yew and other tree
seedlings are plentiful, which underlines the dynamic processes at work within secondary
woodland. A stand of large and magnificent goat willows bound a broad central clearing
which contains a long-established, spring-fed, shallow linear pond (and a more recently
excavated pond). A narrow band of more open and disturbed sandy ground persists at
the eastern edge of the site, close to where the reserve abuts the Barracks Station, and
supports a rich diversity of ruderals, field weeds and uncommon relics of past cultivation
such as caraway. Indeed, historic maps indicate this site was formerly farmland before its
assimilation into allotment gardens and railway sidings in the mid Nineteenth Century as
urban Maidstone expanded. Planted and invasive exotic shrubs are another feature of
this site and include garden privet hedgerows, lilac, Portugal laurel, cherry laurel,
barberry and butterfly-bush. The ruin of a large WWII era air raid shelter affords suitable
conditions for lime-loving plants to flourish and accommodates mammal burrows beneath
its collapsed reinforced concrete roof. The westernmost part of the reserve, bounding the
allotments, is the most nutrient rich area of the site and is dominated by common nettle
and much dead wood, which provides habitat for a rich diversity of invertebrates and the
resident slow worm population.
The small size of the reserve, inner urban location, near residential development and a
busy railway station, all present challenges for achieving sustainable public access.
Further, fly-tipping, injecting drug use, street drinking, airguns, vandalism, fires, dogs and
rough sleeper encampments have all proved problematic at this site. New fencing and
signage will seek to reduce negative impacts such as disturbance and damage, as will
outreach activity by the site management committee. The extent of the path network will
be limited to less sensitive areas of the reserve and kept under review and amended as
required. In the longer-term enhanced vegetation structure will be utilised to protect
habitats and wildlife on the site.
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The small size of the site could mean that access has a detrimental effect on its nature
conservation interest. The site has a current management plan and is managed by a
committee of residents and stakeholders.
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Core Legislative Tests
Yes (although access is
permitted, the small size
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
and limited potential
restrict access capacity)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

67%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

60%

Management evaluation

90%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

5

50%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important large site in urban area

2
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Site Comments

Site Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

1

3
Site Comments

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3

Not high quality habitats
but of interest due to
location and lack of
natural sites in the area

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

6

60%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

1

Although access is not
denied, there is limited
access.

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)
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1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.
Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Ongoing issues with antisocial activities

1

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention and
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention and
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

1

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1
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This
Comments
Site
2

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

2

Relies on volunteer input

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2

Limited access
opportunity
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Bunyards Farm (Allington)

Ownership

Castor Park and Godwin Road, Allington, Maidstone
TQ73565721
ME16 0XJ
Unknown

Management Organisation

Unknown

Size

0.1 hectares and 0.3 hectares

Existing Designations
Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

None

Location

Constraints

Unknown.
Site not of sufficient natural interest or size to designate as an
LNR.
Land is within Tonbridge and Malling District, therefore TMBC
must delegate powers to MBC to designate.

Site Description
Two small areas of open space
associated with two
developments. Sites are not
connected. Both sites very
small and below the minimum
threshold size. Castor Park
open space is an amenity park
with limited natural interest,
comprising amenity grass, play
equipment and planted trees.
The open space adjacent to
Godwin Road comprises
seeded ‘wildflower meadow’ on
previously bare earth,
containing common and ruderal
species including black
knapweed, wild carrot, creeping
thistle and oxeye daisy. Some
semi-standard planted birch
trees.
Neither site has sufficient
natural interest or size to
become an LNR.
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Cuckoo Wood
Location
Ownership
Management Organisation
Size
Existing Designations
Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?
Constraints

Sandling Road, Maidstone
TQ76055796
ME14 2JA
Gorstyfields Limited
Gorstyfields Limited
12.4 hectares owned by Gorstyfields Ltd, 4.3 hectares have no
ownership
Local Wildlife Site: Cuckoo Wood, Sandling MA31
Undecided
No management agreement can be entered into to encompass
the 4.3 hectares with no ownership

Site Description
Sweet chestnut coppice on formerly ancient woodland. The dominant species is sweet chestnut,
but there is also some hornbeam and alder adjacent to stream. Other species include hazel, field
maple, elder, cherry and silver birch. There is some sycamore and Norway maple.
Tennyson Brook runs along the northern edge of the site, adding additional habitat to the
woodland. A kingfisher was viewed during the site visit.
Despite replanting with sweet chestnut, many ancient woodland indicators remain. The Local
Wildlife Site citation suggests that there are over 30 ancient woodland indicators within Cuckoo
Wood including orpine and herb-paris. Star of Bethlehem and pignut were noted on the site visit.
The woodland is under a Woodland Grant scheme and management taking place between 2000
and 2005.
Several footpaths cross the woodland and there is access from nearby residential areas. There is
a level of anti-social behaviour which was also occurring during the site visit – quad bikes and
motorbikes, with evidence of previous fires. This activity could be intimidating and is causing
erosion.
LNR designation has previously progressed and an LNR deed was drawn up in 2012 but not
formalised (reasons not known).
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

100%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

90%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

6

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.
Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Cuckoo Wood,
Sandling MA31
Deciduous woodland,
ancient woodland.

1

1
Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

1

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

4
Site Comments
4

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

8

80%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Several public rights of
way

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.
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1

Access by quad bikes
and motorbikes, fires
and vandalism can be
intimidating

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

1

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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This
Comments
Site
2

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
Funded through a
3
Woodland Grant
Scheme

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

1
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Dove Hill Wood

Ownership

Sandy Lane, off Boxley Road, Maidstone
TQ77205778
ME14 3DJ
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 1.7 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Sweet chestnut on former
ancient woodland site.
Northern part of the site
predominantly over-mature
sweet chestnut coppice with
hawthorn and hazel
understorey. Southern part
and western edge more varied
with cherry, hornbeam, beech
and ash. Ground flora sparse
due to shade cast by sweet
chestnut, but dog’s mercury
commons and cuckoo pint,
dog violet and bluebell
present.
No sign of recent
management with last
coppicing c30 years ago.
Public footpath along the
southern edge of the site and
access from Sandy Lane, but
no signs of regular use of the
woodland for recreation.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

43%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

20%

Management evaluation

40%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

4

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland,
ancient woodland.

1

Adjacent to (but not
within) Mid Kent
Greensand and Gault
BOA

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site Comments

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

2

20%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

1

Access through public
rights of way only

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

4

40%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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This
Comments
Site

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2
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Fant Wildlife Area

Ownership

Between Roseholme and Unicumbes Lane, Fant, Maidstone
TQ74725480
ME16 8DH
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Fant Wildlife Group

Size

Approx. 4 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Location

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?
Constraints

Yes (Fant Wildlife Group)
None

Site visit conducted with community group.
Site Description
Fant Wildlife Area is owned by Maidstone Borough Council and managed on behalf of the
community by the Fant Wildlife Group, a registered charity. There has been considerable change
to the site since the formation of the Fant Wildlife Group in 1996.
Most of the site was originally inaccessible and was in danger of becoming used for
development. The first five years were largely spent gaining access to and building the
infrastructure of the site (e.g. gates, paths and tool storage containers). The Fant Wildlife Group’s
structure was also consolidated during this time.
Work has continued on several habitat development projects including the construction of a
pond, tree and hedge planting and sowing wildflower seed.
As the organisation matured, the group has increasingly focused on community engagement with
links established with local schools and groups. Recent developments have included
improvements to online presence and use of social media.
The group holds regular social events throughout the year to celebrate the site and promote the
work of the group to the wider community.
Habitats include wet grassland and carr on fertile land, with nettle, brambles, hogweed and
frequent elder. The land was formerly allotment and there are also plants originating from this
former use, including fruit trees. Himalayan balsam, frequent on the banks of the nearby River
Medway, has also spread into the site but is controlled. A pond near the entrance adds diversity
and is used for educational visits. Some parts of the site are cut more regularly to encourage
grassland habitats. Planting of native tree species also adds to the diversity of habitats and
native wildflowers have been planted. Bird and bat boxes and reptile hibernacula are also
present.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

100%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

4

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest
Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area
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2

Site Comments

1

Adjacent to (but not
within) Mid Kent
Greensand and Gault
BOA

Site Comments

3

Although railway creates
a barrier, the site is
generally well-connected
and forms a link between
the urban area and the
countryside.

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

3
Site Comments

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3

Although no priority
habitats, there is a
mosaic of grassland and
wet grassland, scrub,
trees, ditches and a pond
which creates a valuable
mosaic of habitats. The
site is actively managed.

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted
0
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2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve
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2

This
Comments
Site
2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
3

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact
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2

Site Comments
2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Five Acre and Wents Woods

Ownership

Between Exton Gardens and Weavering Street (north), Grove
Green, Maidstone
TQ78695646
ME14 5BL
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 2.5 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Sweet chestnut coppice,
with some hazel, elder,
ash and holly. South
western area on formerly
ancient woodland. Ground
flora bramble, dog’s
mercury with occasional
broad buckler fern,
bluebell, wood anemone,
moschatel and cuckoo
pint. The sweet chestnut
coppice is over-mature,
with coppicing having
taken place c30 years ago.
An area close to Exton
Gardens was coppiced
c2015. Sweet chestnut
dominates stand
preventing regeneration
and there is little structural
diversity.
There is no access to the
woodlands. There is a low
level of litter, indicating
some use, and some
dumping of garden waste
behind houses.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

47%

Local natural interest evaluation

60%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

20%

Management evaluation

60%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

6

60%

10

100%

4
Site

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure
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2

Comments

2

Deciduous woodland,
Five Acre Wood
(southern part) sweet
chestnut on former
ancient woodland.
Adjacent to (but not
within) Mid Kent
Greensand and Gault
BOA

Comments

Surrounded by
housing and roads so
disconnected, but
adjacent to woodland
to the north.

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Comments

2

1

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score
Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Site
Score
Maximum
score

2

20%

10

100%

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter,
for example.

1
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1

Comments

Comments

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

6

60%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0
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1

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

Comments

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Comments

0

Comments

Previous
management plan
combined with
Weavering Heath.
Out of date and

insufficient for LNR
designation.
Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Site

Comments

2

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0
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Comments
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Four Oaks Wood

Ownership

New Barn Road, Hawkenbury
TQ81034559
TN12 0ED
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 6.2 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Ash and oak woodland, with
occasional field maple and
hazel, hawthorn and elder
understory. Ground flora
including herb Robert, hedge
woundwort, ivy, stitchwort,
foxglove, cuckoo pint, dog’s
mercury, speedwell, chickweed,
bluebell, ferns and cuckoo pint.
Nettles and bramble dominant
in places. There is a ditch
running through the site and a
shaded pond close to the road.
There is no access to this
woodland and it is not close to
a residential area. There is
some litter but this is very old.
There are no signs of recent
management. Ash dieback will
present a threat to this
woodland due to co-dominance
of ash in the canopy.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

37%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

0%

Management evaluation

40%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

4

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Deciduous woodland

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

0

0%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

4

40%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
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This
Comments
Site

0

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2
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Gorham and Admiral Woods

Ownership

Hazel Street/Bicknor
TQ85595902
ME9 7SB
Cromarty Trust

Management Organisation

Kent Woodland Employment Scheme (KWES)

Size

Approx. 35.8 hectares

Existing Designations

Local Wildlife Site: Gorham Wood, Bicknor MA21

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown (discussed with KWES, further discussions needed with
Cromarty Trust)
LNR management plan may be required (plan requested but not
received)

Location

Constraints
Site Description

Ancient woodland which is particularly rich in fungi, areas of adjacent, linking secondary
woodland and small patches of relict chalk grassland. At least 52 ancient woodland indicator
plants have been recorded in the wider Local Wildlife Site complex.
Gorham Wood is coppice with standards, comprising ash, hornbeam and hazel. Ground flora
includes dog’s mercury, wood anemone, goldilocks buttercup, herb-paris Paris, toothwort and
moschatel, bluebell and violet, amongst others. Woodland orchids include greater and lesser
butterfly-orchids. The Local Wildlife Site citation records a stand of over 1000 flowering spikes of
early-purple orchid. Admiral Wood contains more sweet chestnut, along with hazel, hornbeam
and ash.
Gorham and Admiral Woodlands were purchased in 2004 by the Cromarty Trust on behalf of the
parish of Bicknor. Local people raised the funds to purchase the woods and this was made
possible with a grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund. The aim of the trust is to restore a
management regime that is sensitive to the needs of wildlife as well as making use of the
woodland produce. Some coppicing has taken place and management is being reinstated.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

100%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

90%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

6

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Gorham Wood, Bicknor
MA21

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland
much of it ancient.

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

1

Mid Kent Downs Woods
and Scarp BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

4
Site Comments
4

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

8

80%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1
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This
Comments
Site

1

Management plan
requested but not
received, therefore not
assessed. Assumed fit
for purpose but may
need updating to be
suitable for LNR
designation.

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
3

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2
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Grove Wood

Ownership

North of Grovewood Drive, Grove Green, Maidstone
TQ78145642
ME14 5UZ
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 0.75 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Small remnant of the former large ancient woodland of Grove Wood which was cleared to create
the Grove Green housing estate. Mainly sweet chestnut, with occasional hornbeam, birch and
ash with understory of hawthorn, elm and holly with occasional willow. Mixed ground flora of herb
robert, cow parsley, wood spurge, bramble, bluebell and other woodland flora. Some of the
sweet chestnut have been coppiced (c15 to 20 years ago) but no evidence of recent
management. Some invasive species including Norway maple and laurel, with occasional
sycamore which will require control. To the northern end the woodland is more open with a
variety of species which could have been planted.
There is no formalised access to the woodland and the wood could be damaged through access
provision due to its small size. There is some dumping of garden waste and small amounts of
litter.
Although its small size, lack of management and lack of access means this site does not score
highly in the evaluation for an LNR, as a remnant of ancient woodland it is an important site.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

37%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

20%

Management evaluation

40%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

5

50%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

Site Comments

Deciduous woodland,
ancient woodland.

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important large site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

2

20%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention and
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention and
opportunity
Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

0

0

Site is small and
therefore educational
use and visits would
be limited.

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

1

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

4

40%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
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This
Comments
Site

0

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

2

Small site, recreational
access could be
detrimental to nature
conservation interest.
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Hayle Park Nature Reserve and Valley Conservation

Size

Area between Hayle Mill Road/Cave Hill and Fieldfare Drive,
Maidstone
TQ75805409
ME15 6DU
Tovil Parish Council, Maidstone Borough Council, Hayle Park Ltd
and Valley Conservation Ltd.
Tovil Parish Council, Maidstone Borough Council, Hayle Park Ltd
and Valley Conservation Ltd.
Approx. 13.5 hectares

Existing Designations

Part Local Wildlife Site: Loose Valley, MA20

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Yes

Constraints

Recent management plans for Hayle Park Reserve (2014 – 2024)
and Crisbrook Meadow (2019 - 2024). Crisbrook Meadow plan
may require further elaboration on the management of the
meadow and woodland specifically for nature conservation.
Management plan will be required for Mount Ararat woodland if
included in the designation.

Location

Ownership
Management Organisation

Site visit conducted with community group.
Site Description
Includes Hayle Park Nature Reserve (owned by Hayle Park Ltd), Crisbrook Pond and Meadow,
Mount Ararat cliff and Treacle Wood (owned by Valley Conservation Ltd) and Mount Ararat
Woodland (owned by Maidstone Borough Council).
Hayle Park Nature Reserve is part of the former grounds and parkland of Hayle Place, a Grade II
listed residential property built during the mid-15th century and renovated around 1750. The
following elements of the historic landscape are still present:
•
•
•
•
•

Remnants of a double hedgerow flank the original access drive to Hayle Place;
Mature standard trees (including several pines located within the grassland areas);
An avenue of horse chestnut and red-horse chestnut trees in the east of the site;
A high ragstone wall adjoining Hayle Mill Road along the western boundary of the site;
A low ragstone wall (potentially forming part of a former ha-ha adjacent to the site)
adjoining the footpath in the north west of the site which runs down to the Mill Pool.

The fields in the south of the reserve are generally less botanically diverse than those to the
north, with the sward dominated by common grasses including perennial ryegrass, cock’s-foot,
false-oat grass, crested dog’s-tail, Timothy grass and some couch. The herb content is speciespoor and comprises common species such as ribwort plantain, creeping buttercup, yarrow, white
clover, red clover, hogweed, bristly and common nettle. The grassland of the northern fields is
also semi-improved species poor but with areas of greater diversity with species such as field
scabious, black knapweed, common bird’s-foot trefoil, agrimony, ivy-leaved speedwell, common
field speedwell, creeping cinquefoil, field wood-rush, dove’s-foot crane’s-bill and cut-leaved
cranesbill. The fields are managed under a hay-cutting regime with the aim of increasing species
diversity.
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Surrounding the central fields are woodlands, some of which are ancient. The woodlands are
comprised of ash, beech, pedunculate oak, and lime, with sycamore common and dominant in
some areas. The understorey varies in composition but includes hazel, elder, hawthorn and
blackthorn all dominant in places. A variety of other species occur on an occasional basis.
The ground flora varies. Some areas support a diverse range of species including, bluebell, cow
parsley, wood anemone, lords-and-ladies, wood avens, early dog-violet, wood meadow-grass,
wood, yellow archangel, hart’s-tongue fern and red currant. A single stand of toothwort has also
been recorded and previous surveys have recorded wood melick and wood millet within the
Loose Valley woodland.
Crisbrook Mill Pond and Meadow lie within the Loose Valley. The pond and associated race and
streams are remnants of former water mill. The meadow adjoins the pond. The meadow was
sown with wildflowers seeds but these were out-competed by more dominant species. The
management plan for the meadow states that the area will be enhanced by the cutting and
removal of growth to reduce nutrient levels in the soil and the spreading of locally sourced
wildflower seed.
Mount Ararat woodland is largely sycamore woodland.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

93%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

90%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

9

90%

10

100%

6
Site

1

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments
Part Local Wildlife
Site: Loose Valley,
MA20
Deciduous
woodland, areas of
ancient woodland.

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

4
3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

3

10

100%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Comments

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention and
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention
and opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score

Score by
Criterion

Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Site
Comments
Score
2

Site
Comments
Score
Run by two
community
3
organisations
working in
collaboration.

Site
Score
Maximum
score

9

90%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

Management Structures and Security
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Comments

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management
Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed
No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

This
Site

3

Comments
Management plan
may be required for
Mount Ararat and
Valley Conservation
areas if included in
the designation.

2
1
0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

Site

Comments

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

0
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1

Generally, impacts
well-managed, but
dog walking users
limiting scope to
graze grassland
areas, which would
help to restore the
grassland and
improve biodiversity.
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High Level Bridge Pocket Nature Reserve

Size

Fairmeadow, Maidstone
TQ75745612
ME14 1JU
Network Rail
High Level Bridge and Buckland Hill Pocket Nature Reserves
Management Committee (which is drawn from local elected
representatives, residents and stakeholders) and local
volunteers.
0.08 hectares

Existing Designations
Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?
Constraints

None
Network Rail interested in designating LNRs; further discussion
required
Very small site – well below minimum size threshold.

Location
Ownership
Management Organisation

The management plan (2019) states:
“… predominantly open-structured and sycamore dominated secondary woodland
with a mixed understorey including holly, common hawthorn, butterfly bush, Japanese
spindle, pheasant berry, hazel, elder, wild plum, dogwood, bramble, raspberry and
wild privet.
A small (0.2 acres) Network Rail owned inner-urban semi-natural site comprising
open-structured secondary woodland. The reserve exhibits a remarkable floristic
diversity for such a compact site which stems from its history, topography, aspect and
location.
A heavily used footway runs along the northern edge of the reserve and another
bisects the site
linking the High Level Bridge footway to the spine road and Fairmeadow.”

Photos courtesy of High Level Bridge Management Committee
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

70%

Local natural interest evaluation

40%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

90%

Management evaluation

80%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

4

40%

10

100%

1
Site Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Site
Score

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

1

3
Site Comments

3

9

90%

10

100%

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

1

3

8

80%

10

100%

Site
Score

Management Plan

Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
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This
Comments
Site
2

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

2

Relies on volunteer input

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

1

High levels of though
traffic, litter etc. although
managed by community
group

High Speed 1 Compound

Ownership

North east of A229, Bluebell Hill, Old Chatham Road near garage
TQ75745612
ME14 1JU
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 3.3 hectares over two land parcels

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Most of land is within Tonbridge and Malling District, therefore
TMBC must delegate powers to MBC to designate or a joint
declaration made. Management plan required which complies
with LNR requirements. Management needs to be implemented
in line with plan. Two fields currently grazed are not suitable at
present due to current management.

Location

Site Description
This site is in two parcels adjacent
to the High Speed 1. The northern
parcel (approx. 1.2 hectares) is on
a bank overlooking the High Speed
1 line and is planted mixed native
woodland, with hawthorn, ash, field
maple, goat willow, hornbeam and
other species.
The southern parcel is two
paddocks. One is grazed by
horses. The second was not being
grazed at the time of the site visit.
There is a small area adjacent to
the High Speed 1 bridge which has
native young trees and scrub.
There is more interesting flora in
this area including marjoram, St
John’s Wort and yellow wort.
The chalk substrate and thin soils
offers potential for greater nature
conservation interest which is not
being realised at present.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

27%

Local natural interest evaluation

40%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

0%

Management evaluation

40%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

4

40%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

3

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments
Small but not
significant area in LWS

Partly within Medway
Gap BOA

Site Comments

2

Each parcel is less
than 2 hectares

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score

1
Site Comments

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

1

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

0

0%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

0

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

4

40%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
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This
Comments
Site

0

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2
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Hockers Lane Nature Reserve (Kent Medical Campus)
Location
Ownership
Management Organisation
Size
Existing Designations

West of Hockers Lane, Delting
TQ78835695
ME14 5JZ
Kent Medical Campus Ltd
Kent Medical Campus Ltd and subsequent management
organisation to be determined
Approx. 2.3 hectares
Part is Local Wildlife Site: Horish Wood etc., Weavering Street
MA30

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site being developed at present and final proposals for the nature
reserve unclear. Suitability will also depend on the condition of
the site following establishment as part of development.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

This site is not accessible at present and was not visited. Evaluation carried out using the draft
Landscape and Ecology Management Plan May 2019 and associated information related to the
planning application. The evaluation does not include any assessment of planning-related issues
or decisions.
Site Description
The land under evaluation is ‘the land to the west of Hockers Lane’. The LEMP states the land
will be managed as a nature reserve with some areas of species rich grassland. It is understood
that there will not be public access to the area (contrary to the May 2019 version of the LEMP).
Details of the LEMP are evolving and there may be further changes subsequent to this
evaluation.
The LEMP describes the land:
Within the area of land to the west of Hockers Lane, the dominant habitat is semiimproved grassland, and the diversity within this grassland differs across the area.
To the west the grassland is longer and supports species including common
knapweed, common sorrel, creeping buttercup and creeping cinquefoil Potentilla
reptans. In damper areas to the north some creeping jenny Lysimachia nummularia
and silverweed Potentilla anserina was noted, with bristly ox-tongue noted
occasionally. The grasses in this area are cock’s-foot and Yorkshire fog, with
common bent and red fescue also recorded. To the east, there is an area of shorter
grassland which is not particularly species rich but has a higher density of herbs to
grasses. In this area there are swathes of creeping cinquefoil and red clover with
self-heal Prunella vulgaris, dove’s foot cranesbill Geranium molle and dog violet also
recorded. The grasses in this area were dominated by the finer leaved species such
as common bent and red fescue.
2.3.11 There is an area of woodland along the northern boundary of this area,
surrounding three ponds. The western section of woodland is dominated by willow
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with some blackthorn and field maple. To the east the woodland comprises
hawthorn, sycamore and field maple with occasional larger oak trees. Elder was
noted in the shrub layer with extensive black bryony Tamus communis and bramble
also present. A stand of stinking iris Iris foetidissima was also recorded.
2.3.12 There is also a line of trees along the length of Pope’s Wood. These are
standard trees dominated by sycamore but with some ash, oak and hawthorn also
present. The ground layer has woodland species including false wood brome, dog’s
mercury and bluebell. Other species which occur in disturbed and edge habitat
include common nettle, green alkanet Pentaglottis sempervirens and occasional
stems of figwort Scrophularia nodosa. Some honeysuckle has started to develop,
coming into the Site from the adjacent woodland.
2.3.13 Within this area there are also a single functioning pond and two further dry
ponds. The functioning pond (P8 - western pond) was recorded in 2012 as being
heavily silted with a large amount of emergent vegetation and relatively limited open
water. Dense spike rush was found throughout the pond with patches of Typha also
noted. In 2018 the pond was noted as having no open water and was completely
vegetated. Pond P9 (central pond) in 2015 held some water but no emergent
vegetation was present. In 2018 in November the pond was almost completely dry
and surrounded by dense willow scrub with fallen willow all around. A third pond
alongside the boundary is present further to the east, this is a functioning pond,
though the water quality in the pond appeared to be affected by localised pollution.
2.3.20 The proposals as set out in the following sections of this document aim in
general to maximise the biodiversity of the Site, and for the land to the west of
Hockers Lane the intention is that the landowner will use reasonable endeavours to
explore with the Council the possibility of achieving Local Nature Reserve status in
due course.
Work is planned as part of the development:
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of species-rich grassland
Hibernacula and log piles
Clearance of willows around two of the ponds, with subsequent re-coppicing in years 7
and 14
Creation of small seasonally wet depressions
Mowing of grassland that has not been disturbed once a year in September, with all
arisings removed. The LEMP states that appropriately timed grazing would be an
alternative method of management, but in the absence of suitable stock being currently
available, it has been assumed that management will be by mowing for at least the first
few years
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From LEMP version May 2019
Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

40%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

10%

Management evaluation

20%
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Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

6

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

Site Comments

1

Part is Local Wildlife
Site: Horish Wood etc.,
Weavering Street MA30

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland,
small area of ancient
woodland

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

1

In Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4
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Site Comments
3

3
Site Comments

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3

Not possible to score
this section until works
complete, assumed that
habitats will be in good
condition as a condition
of the planning
permission

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

1

10%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

0

Access not permitted
Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0
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0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

1

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

2

20%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Management plan
required which complies
with LNR designation
requirements

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1
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This
Comments
Site

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

0

Long-term management
arrangements unclear at
present - cannot be
scored.

0

Future management
arrangements not fully
settled.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site

0

Future management
arrangements not fully
settled.

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments
2

Hollingbourne Meadows Trust
Location

Main site to east of Eyhorne Street, with Eyhorne Meadow
separate site near CTRL bridge

Ownership

Hollingbourne Meadows Trust

Management Organisation

Hollingbourne Meadows Trust

Size

Approx. 10.8 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Constraints

Undecided – further information required on management
agreement with Maidstone Borough Council including options for
break clause.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements.
Further information required by Trust on management agreement
with Maidstone Borough Council.

Site visit conducted with community group.
Site Description
Several fields of former farmland adjacent to Eyhorne Street. Semi-improved/improved
grassland, some of which has been seeded for agriculture by previous landowner. Currently
managed by hay cut and collection which is gradually reducing fertility and native species and
flowers are establishing. Eyhorne Meadow is separated from the main site and was the original
land acquired in 2004 from the CTRL and was reseeded. This meadow has greater diversity with
pyramidal and bee orchid, ox-eye daisy, sainfoin and grass vetchling.
Many native trees and hedgerows have been planted which are establishing well. Margins are
left around the edges of the site and adjacent to hedges.
The site is run by a community trust with charitable objectives to protect the environment of
Hollingbourne and to encourage wildlife. Events and educational visits are held on the site. The
site is fully accessible, but access is well controlled through the provision of mown paths.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

80%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

90%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

8

80%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

5

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

In Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA.
1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Site Comments

1

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

10

100%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

3

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan
There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

1

0
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This
Comments
Site

1

Trust has management
objectives but not a plan
which would support
LNR designation.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
3

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

This
Comments
Site
Despite lack of
formalised management
plan, site is being
2
managed appropriately
for LNR and habitats
present.

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

2

Recreational access
well-managed through
clear paths cut through
grassland.
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Horish Wood and Monk’s Meadow
Location
Ownership
Management Organisation
Size
Existing Designations

Hockers Lane, Detling
TQ78665758
ME14 3ES
Detling Parish Council
Detling Parish Council
Horish Wood approx. 15.5 hectares
Monk’s Meadow approx. 2 hectares
Part of Horish Wood Local Wildlife Site: Horish Wood etc.,
Weavering Street MA30

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Undecided

Constraints

Issues with implementing management plan (fallen behind
actions set out in management plan due to issues with contractor)

Site visit conducted with parish council representatives and parish council meeting attended.
Site Description
Horish Wood is one of a sequence of ‘wet woodlands’ situated on soils derived from gault clay
that outcrops along the M20 corridor at the foot of the North Downs. The wood lies within the
Kent Downs AONB, is a designated Local Wildlife Site and an ancient woodland. It has become
isolated from the rest of Horish Wood to the south by the M20 motorway and the Channel Tunnel
Rail Link (CTRL).
The woodland is coppice with standards. In the east is hazel coppice under oak standards. To
the west is hornbeam coppice. Other trees include ash, birch, alder and aspen. Ground flora
includes bramble, bluebell, primrose, lady’s smock, pendulous sedge, dog’s mercury, herb paris,
wood anemone, dog violet, ramsons (wild garlic), early purple orchid and greater butterfly orchid.
A small seasonal stream on the eastern side contains marsh marigold and moschatel.
Some areas have been coppiced in line with the 2007 management plan and a significant
amount of work carried out to create rides. However, implementation has slowed in recent years.
Management needs to resume, including maintaining paths, control of some potentially invasive
species (e.g. aspen, which has benefitted from the coppicing) and to resume with coppicing
coupes of woodland.
The eastern extent is planted and regenerating scrub and trees on what was disturbed ground
following CTRL construction. There are mixed native species including ash, field maple,
dogwood, hazel and whitebeam with pyramidal and common spotted orchids.
Monk’s Meadow was included in the assessment at the request of the parish council. It is a
smaller area to the north of the CTRL, with planted trees and grassland areas on land which was
disturbed by the CTRL. The area is fully accessible, with benches and easy access paths and is
a very popular site for local access. Although created habitat, Monk’s Meadow has sufficient
natural interest and access provision to qualify as an LNR (it meets the 2 hectare threshold) or
could be included in a designation with Horish Wood.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

80%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

70%

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

9

90%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation

Site Score

6

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or local
knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to a
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey priority
habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area of natural
interest

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
OR important site in urban area

2
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1

Local Wildlife Site:
Horish Wood etc.,
Weavering Street
MA30
Deciduous woodland
and ancient woodland.

Partly in Mid Kent
Greensand and Gault
BOA. Although now
disconnected from
wider area of
woodland to the south,
corridor through CTRL.

Site Comments
3

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and buffering
but is an important semi-natural site in an urban
area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or there
is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas of
lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of better
quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1

3
Site Comments

3

Public Value Evaluation

Site Score

8

80%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site provides accessible natural greenspace
for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1
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The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.
Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score
The site is used for education and events (which
do not compromise natural interest)

1

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score
2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked Score

1

1

Site could be used for
education and events
but no intention
expressed.

Score by Site
Comments
Criterion Score

Communities are interested and actively involved
in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site in
the short term (e.g. with interested residents or
emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is limited
potential in the short term

0

2

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site Score

7

70%

Potential Score

Maximum
score

10

100%

Management Plan

Site Score
Score by
Criterion

Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but this
is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1
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This
Comments
Site

1

Management plan
dated 2007, would
require refreshing prior
to designation.

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

This
Comments
Site

3

Management organisation/structure in place, but
issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

2

Some management
carried out, but
currently issues with
implementation.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

This
Comments
Site

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with appropriateness
of management for habitats or effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0

1

Some management
carried out, but
currently issues with
implementation.

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

No recreation or recreation is well-managed and
has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to the
conservation status of the site

0
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Site Comments

2

Popular with local
residents but generally
low levels of recreation
which does not
compromise natural
interest.
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Lime Trees Open Space Ponds / Green Hill Open Space

Ownership

Greenhill, Staplehurst
TQ78254405
TN12 0SU
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

0.25 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site below 2 hectare threshold.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Small area with two ponds to the north of Lime Trees/Greenhill Public Open Space.
The eastern ponds are shaded, with low water levels at the time of visit (spring 2019). Water
depth <15cm, 100% shaded with trees and ponds containing large amounts of leaf litter, no
bankside vegetation and no zonation of plants. A few specimens of celery-leaved buttercup but
little other vegetation. Surrounded by mature oak, field maple, blackthorn and hawthorn scrub.
There is no access to this pond and the area is fenced.
The western ponds are less shaded, c80% shaded, the eastern of the two ponds less so. The
ponds are surrounded by oak, goat willow, hawthorn, holly, blackthorn and field maple. There is
leaf litter in both ponds and water level was low at time of visit. There appears to be access to the
western ponds through a gate from Greenhill and a path from the industrial area to the north.
There are some bat boxes.
The ponds may benefit from some selective opening to increase light, although it is not
recommended to completely open shaded ponds.
There is a low level of litter, garden rubbish and litter from the industrial estate.
There is a SUDs pond in the main Greenhill Public Open Space but this has not been included in
the calculation of area. This pond, although largely dry, does provide additional semi-natural
habitat, but is disconnected from the other ponds included in this assessment. The larger area of
amenity grassland is not suitable as an LNR.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

43%

Local natural interest evaluation

40%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

50%

Management evaluation

40%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

4

40%

10

100%

2
Site

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Small area is
deciduous woodland
priority habitat

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

5

50%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score

1

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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Comments

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

1

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

1

4

40%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0
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Site
Comments
Score

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

1

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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1
0

Comments
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Mote Park

Ownership

Mote Avenue, Maidstone
TQ77265519
ME15 7SX
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 144 hectares (excluding some areas of pitches)

Existing Designations

Local Wildlife Site: Mote Park and River Len, Maidstone MA61

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan could be more reflective of natural interest, but
grassland and veteran tree reports in preparation. A consolidated
management statement and action plan would help to bring these
together. Balance of recreation and natural interest needs to be
considered more fully. Consideration of area which is suitable to
be an LNR.

Location

Site Description
Mote Park is a large site in the centre of Maidstone. There are pitches, play area, café, leisure
facilities, lakes and streams. The park has undergone significant investment in recent years to
improve visitor facilities and to provide sport and leisure attractions.
In terms of natural interest, the park is a former parkland and has many associated habitats and
veteran trees. The Local Wildlife Site citation states:
“The site is recorded as being a parkland estate since the 13th century. It was a deer
park for much of this time, until the Second World War. It has ancient trees
displaying many features such as rot holes and dead wood which have potential to be
used by a variety of wildlife such as birds, bats, invertebrates and lower plants. It
also includes areas characteristic of old wood pasture, such as on the south side
where a scattered mature oak community exists. The stretch of the River Len to the
west of Mote Park is included as it supports Desmoulin’s whorl snail, a UK BAP
priority species.
The main habitats found in the Park include: the parkland, the lake, the River Len and
environs, the Jenner’s Bank stream and environs, the pond and waterfall, the trees,
the wet woodland and an old garden area with ancient yews.”
The park receives around 1.4 million visitors each year. It also hosts several large events,
festivals and charity events. The site is a considerable size for an urban site.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

80%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

9

90%

10

100%

6
Site

Comments

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Mote Park and River
Len, Maidstone MA61

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland,
small area of ancient
woodland, plus
additional habitats.

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

In Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Potential Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

3

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

10

100%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Comments

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

3

80%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

1

0
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Site
Comments
Score

8

2

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

Site
Comments
Score

1

Comments

Green Flag
management plan further information on
natural interest
required (grassland
and veteran tree
reports in progress).

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

3

3

Comments

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0

Comments

Palace Wood

Ownership

Adjacent to open space at Gatcombe Close/Keswick Drive,
Allington, Maidstone
TQ74075630
ME16 0EF
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 1.2 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site below 2 hectare threshold.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Coppiced ash woodland with
varied ground flora. Canopy
predominantly ash (70-90%) with
some sweet chestnut and
occasional birch, cherry, yew,
hornbeam and oak. Understorey
of hazel, elm and holly. Ash
previously coppiced but now
over-mature with some stools
showing signs of decay. Some
ash showing signs of ash
dieback, which will be a threat to
this woodland due to the high
proportion of this species. Laurel
present and spreading which will
require removal. Varied ground
flora including wood sorrel, wood
anemone, yellow archangel,
cuckoo pint, cow parsley, herb
bennet, occasional bluebell, as
well as bramble and nettle.
There appears to be a low level
of recreational use despite being
adjacent to a public open space
and although there are signs of
people entering the wood there
are no well-worn paths.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for a
conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

43%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

40%

Management evaluation

40%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

5

50%

10

100%

2
Site

The site is already recognised as being of
local importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or
has a higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent
to a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or
connected to a Natural England or Kent
Habitat Survey priority habitat, Local Wildlife
Site or other area of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational
pressure

2
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Comments

Deciduous ancient
woodland

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site
in an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes
Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score
Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either
in full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

Comments

3

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

4

40%

10

100%

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Comments

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1
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1

1

Site
Score

1

Unclear whether
access is permitted,
some paths but
seems to be low
usage.

Comments

The site is generally safe and welcoming to
the public, with low levels of vandalism and
litter, for example.

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events
- Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education
and events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education
and events and there is minimal
interest/intention or opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is
a community owned or run site
communities are interested with the potential
to become involved in the management of the
site in the short term (e.g. with interested
residents or emerging group)
communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential
area
Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve
The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Due to proximity to
schools

Comments

2

1

1

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

4

40%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

1

1
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1

Comments

3

2

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local
Nature Reserve or the site has management
objectives appropriate for Local Nature
Reserve but not a full management plan

Site
Score

Comments

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

0

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management
Management organisation/structure in place
but the site is not being managed

Comments

3
2
1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

1

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and
safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats
or effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
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Comments
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Pepper Fen, Ringlestone

Ownership

The Mallows, Egerton Road, Ringlestone, Maidstone
TQ75105735
ME14 2QY
GE Healthcare

Management Organisation

GE Healthcare

Size

Approx. 7.8 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Location

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?
Constraints

Unknown
No response from landowner. Assumed no management plan.

Site Description
Rank grassland on site next to River Medway (false oat grass, cocksfoot, creeping thistle,
hogweed, bindweed nettle, rosebay willow etc. with invasive Himalayan balsam). Self-sown
native trees and scrub across the site – ash, cherry, blackthorn, hawthorn, hazel and goat willow.
No signs of any recent management.
The land is privately owned and there is no formal access. However, there is a mown path
leading from the steps at the end of The Mallows leading around the eastern side of the site to
Foxglove Drive and several desire line paths. There is informal access from Egerton Road.
There are camps in the scrub areas.
The size of this site in an urban area, close to the River Medway and part of a significant
landscape and wildlife corridor makes this an important site, the potential of which is not being
realised at present.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

27%

Local natural interest evaluation

50%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

20%

Management evaluation

10%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

5

50%

10

100%

3
Site

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

Although size of site
makes this important
area.

2

20%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1
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2

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Comments

1

Private land, but
some desire line
paths indicating use
by local people and a
mown path around
eastern edge of site.

Site
Comments
Score
Private land although
some recreational
use

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

0
Site
Comments
Score

1

Site
Score
Maximum
score

1

10%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Dens and camps

0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained

The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

KCC Minerals
Safeguarding Area
but not specifically
protected in MBC
Local Plan 2017 and
landowner intention
unknown.

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

This
Site

Comments

2

1

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

0
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1

Comments

Litter, anti-social
behaviour, camps
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Poyntell Pond

Ownership

Poyntell Road, Staplehurst
TQ78764366
TN12 0SA
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 0.08 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Very small site – well below minimum size threshold.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Pond surrounded by trees and amenity grassland. Pond is 90% shaded, with shade-casting
trees all around, including two oak trees. Some of the willows have been pollarded in the past.
The pond was shallow at time of visit (spring 2019) and the water level c2m below the top of the
bank. Water depth <30cm. No emergent vegetation, evidence of oil on water. Unclear whether
this is from road or from decomposing leaf litter. It is unclear where the water source is. Some
marginal plants. Pond is surrounded by houses, paths, road and amenity cut grassland.
Generally, pond is in less than ideal condition and would require investigation of water source to
increase water. The pond may be improved through selective opening of the canopy through repollarding the willows, although it is not recommended to completely open shaded ponds.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

47%

Local natural interest evaluation

30%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

60%

Management evaluation

50%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

3

30%

10

100%

1
Site

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

-

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

6

60%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Comments

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

1

However, not of
sufficient size to
withstand
recreational use

Site
Comments
Score
Not of sufficient size
to withstand
recreational use

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity
Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

0

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

Site
Comments
Score

2

Some community
interest in the site.

Site
Score
Maximum
score

5

50%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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0

There is potential
due to location but
pond not in good
condition to provide
education use.

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

2

Some management
is taking place but
not optimal for LNR

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

1

Some management
is taking place but
not optimal for LNR

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

Site

Comments

2
1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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0

1

Not of sufficient size
to withstand
recreational use.
Amenity grass
around site removes
buffer to this small
pond.
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River Len Reserve, Downswood (Spot Lane Nature Area)

Ownership

Between Willington Street and Spot Lane, Bearsted
TQ789545
ME15 8GR
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 3.5 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
A small area of semi-natural woodland in the Len Valley, forming a buffer to the river and a
wildlife corridor to the Len Valley. The site is in the Greensand and Gault Biodiversity
Opportunity Area. Mixed native woodland, with canopy predominantly alder, ash, sycamore and
field maple, with occasional hornbeam and sweet chestnut, with an understory of hazel, elder,
hawthorn and occasional elm. There is regeneration taking place, with some fallen trees creating
glades and adding diversity. There are some larger sycamore on the northern side with potential
for seeding into the woodland and some early signs of ash dieback. Mixed ground flora including
bramble, nettle, herb Robert, herb bent, dog’s mercury, pendulous sedge, ferns and other
species. The previous management plan records possible water vole, water shrew and whiteclawed crayfish. Bat boxes are present on some of the trees.
There is access to the site from the surrounding residential area. The main through route is Old
Spot Lane with additional informal paths and a bridge over the river. There are low levels of litter.
One area is used as a bike jump area.
There is a previous management plan (2010), which is too brief for LNR designation. Some of
the actions have been implemented (installing bat boxes and regular amenity maintenance) but
others, such as coppicing bankside trees, have not.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

67%

Local natural interest evaluation

80%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

70%

Management evaluation

50%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

8

80%

10

100%

4
Site

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area
2
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Comments

2

Deciduous woodland
and other habitats.
Possible water vole,
water shrew and whiteclawed crayfish
In Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Comments

Although within urban
area and small site, the
site itself provides very
important connectivity
to the adjacent Mote
Park to the west and
the River Len corridor
to the east.

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Site
Score

4

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

7

70%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1
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Comments

Site
Comments
Score

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention and
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention
and opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

1

Site
Comments
Score

1

Site
Score
Maximum
score

5

50%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1
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Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

1

Comments

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

0

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

There is a brief
management plan
dated 2010 but this is
insufficient for LNR
designation.

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

1

Management plan
states little
management taking
place - annual grass
cutting and no other
conservation
management.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

1

Minimal management
taking place.
Management plan
insufficient for LNR.

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2
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Site

2

Comments
Recreation contained
to main paths, little sign
of anti-social
behaviour, littering etc.
Some desire lines.

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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1
0
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River Medway Towpath (land from Bower Lane to East Farleigh Lock)

Ownership

Bower Lane, Fant, Maidstone
TQ74615454
ME16 8FT
Multiple owners (see below)

Management Organisation

Multiple including Maidstone Borough Council (part)

Size

Approx. 20.5 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Multiple land ownership serious constraint to designation and
likely to prevent designating northern bank.

Location

Site Description
The towpath on the northern side of the River Medway between Bower Lane and East Farleigh
Lock was originally proposed as a potential LNR. After further discussion with ward councillors,
the area for consideration was extended to include sites on the southern bank, including an area
owned by Maidstone Borough Council and the privately owned Bydews Wood.
The land on the northern bank is a strip between the railway to the north and the river to the
south. There is a mixture of scrub, trees, grass and ruderal vegetation along the entire stretch.
There are a range of bankside species and kingfisher are often seen. Himalayan balsam is
common and giant hogweed also present but controlled by the Medway Valley Countryside
Partnership. There is a public footpath which also runs along this section and is part of the
Medway Valley Walk promoted route. There are several houseboat moorings. The land has
multiple owners (c36), many of which hold very small titles in a ‘plotlands’ arrangement. The
Environment Agency owns a larger stretch of land near East Farleigh Lock. Network Rail
believes it owns some small areas. The area near Bower Lane has no registered ownership.
The multiple ownership presents a significant difficulty in designation the site as an LNR – not
only would each of the owners need to be party to an agreement with Maidstone Borough
Council, they would need to commit to managing the landholding as an LNR. It is unlikely that
this could be achieved. It may be possible to designate a smaller area near Farleigh Lock if the
Environment Agency (EA) agreed. The EA was not approached during this project. Network Rail
is willing to investigate designation but is unclear on current land ownership as has divested land
over recent years.
To the south of the river are two land parcels. Adjacent to the residential area is an amenity area,
play area and woodland owned by Maidstone Borough Council. Adjacent to this, further south
along the river, is Bydews Wood which is in private ownership (owner not approached).
The woodland in both Maidstone Borough Council and private ownership is similar in type. The
woodland is almost pure sycamore stand, with occasional ash an oak, with some hazel and elm.
There is more ash to the south/west of Bydews Wood, but sycamore still comprises 50-60% of
the stand. There is some regeneration but limited mainly to sycamore seedlings and little
variation in structure due to poorly developed understorey layer. Ground flora includes red
campion, nettle, ivy, herb Robert, bramble and dog’s mercury. A surfaced path leads from the
play area and along the river, stopping at the boundary with Bydews Wood. However, an informal
path continues which is clearly well used despite notices indicating that access is not permitted
on private land. There are rope swings and areas of erosion.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

50%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

60%

Management evaluation

20%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

7

70%

10

100%

5
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

6

60%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Very mixed quality of
habitat

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

2

Comments

Access not permitted
in Bydews Wood but
well-used nonetheless

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

1

2

20%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0
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Site
Comments
Score

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

0

1

0

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

Multiple ownership,
security cannot be
guaranteed

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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1
0

Comments
Signs of anti-social
access in Bydews
Wood.
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Roundwell Park

Size

Roundwell/Cross Keys, Bearsted
TQ80425558
ME14 4HR
Proposed that site is developer retained and leased to Maidstone
Borough Council on completion
Proposed to be adopted by the River Len Nature Reserve
Management Committee
Approx. 2.3 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Site being developed at present. Suitability will also depend on
the condition of the site following establishment as part of
development and security of management arrangements.

Location
Ownership
Management Organisation

Site Description
The Management Plan (2015) submitted as part of the planning permission states the intention
that the site will become a Local Nature Reserve.
The southern part of the site is alder woodland. The trees are over-mature coppice and many
will need to be re-coppiced. The ground flora is dominated by nettles and hogweed with some
male fern. The Lilk Stream runs through the wooded valley. The woodland is habitat for bats
and reptiles. The northern part of the site is proposed to be a SUDS pond surrounded by
The evaluation
score for this
site is lower
than might be
expected due to
uncertainty over
the condition of
habitats when
the site is
handed over as
a nature
reserve and
future
management
arrangements.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

47%

Local natural interest evaluation

80%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

60%

Management evaluation

0%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

8

80%

10

100%

5
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland
priority habitat

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

3

Not possible to score
this section until
works complete,
assumed that
habitats will be in
good condition as a
condition of the
planning permission

6

60%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1
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Comments

Path shown linking to
Bearsted Woodland
Trust

Site
Comments
Score

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

1

Site
Comments
Score

1

Site
Score
Maximum
score

0

0%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1
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Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Cannot be scored

Comments

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

0

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management plan
required which
complies with LNR
designation
requirements and
sets out future
management.

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed
No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

1

0

0

Long-term
management
arrangements set out
in LEMP but not yet
in place

1

0

Future management
arrangements not
fully settled.

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained

The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve

2

Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness

1

No management taking place

0
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Comments

Future management
arrangements not
fully settled, cannot
be scored

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

0
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Site

Comments
No recreational
access at present,
future management
arrangements not in
place, cannot be
evaluated

Sandling Park

Ownership

Sandling Court, Sandling Road, Maidstone
TQ75595792
ME14 3AD
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

0.8 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Site Description
Mixed native woodland with ash, beech, sycamore and elm in small parcels. Woodlands
incorporated into landscaping for residential area, with some ornamental planting. There is no
public access into this private development and the woodlands can only be accessed by
residents.
Conditions attached to planning permission MA/03/2067 state that the woodlands should be
designated as a Local Nature Reserve.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

40%

Local natural interest evaluation

60%

Public interest, education and value
evaluation

20%

Management evaluation

40%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion
attained

6

60%

10

100%

3
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of
local importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or
has a higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland
priority habitat

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent
to a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or
connected to a Natural England or Kent
Habitat Survey priority habitat, Local Wildlife
Site or other area of natural interest

1

1

Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA

Score by
Criterion

Site

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score
Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban
area
Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area
Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational
pressure
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3

2

2

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site
in an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary
quality attributes

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Potential Score
Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

3

Some areas planted
with ornamental
species and managed
as 'landscaped' area
for flats

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

2

20%

10

100%

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Access is permitted to most of the site, either
in full or in part, through public rights of way
or through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion
attained
The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within
1km)

Comments

4

Habitats generally good across primary
quality attributes, however, may be some
small areas of lower quality habitat

Public Value Evaluation

1

Score by
Criterion

1

Site
Score

Comments

Only accessible to
residents

Comments

1

Does not provide
access to a wider
population

The site is in proximity to schools

1

Not available for school
visits

The site is generally safe and welcoming to
the public, with low levels of vandalism and
litter, for example.

1
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Criteria - Education and Community
Events - Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education
and events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education
and events and there is minimal
interest/intention or opportunity

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site
Score

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is
a community owned or run site

2

communities are not involved but there may
be potential e.g. the site is close to residential
area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

Comments

3

communities are interested with the potential
to become involved in the management of the
site in the short term (e.g. with interested
residents or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Comments

1

Some interest from
local residents which
could be developed
further.

Site
Score
Maximum
score

4

40%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve
The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local
Nature Reserve or the site has management
objectives appropriate for Local Nature
Reserve but not a full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place
but the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and
no management taking place

0

1

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and
safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats
or effectiveness

Comments

2

1

No management taking place

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

Unclear what
management is taking
place

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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0

Comments
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Senacre Woods

Ownership

Woolley Road, Maidstone
TQ78555334
ME15 8QJ
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 7 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements (plan in preparation by Medway Valley Countryside
Partnership). Management needs to be implemented in line with
forthcoming plan.

Location

Site Description
Senacre Woods is a broadleaved woodland, much of which is ancient woodland. It is in an urban
location and is surrounded by houses. A small area of the woodland at the southern extent is
separated from the main woodland by Woolley Road.
In the northern extent, the woodland is largely over-mature hornbeam coppice. The dense shade
cast by the hornbeam limits the range of ground flora (common with hornbeam woodland), with
ivy being the dominant species, but bluebell, common spotted orchid, herb bennet and other
woodland ground flora are present. There is little regeneration where the shade is deepest.
There are occasional ash and a few large oak standards. There is more diversity on the eastern
edge of the woodland, with a few sweet chestnut, hazel, ash and hawthorn.
Further south, there is a higher proportion of ash and in these areas there is more diversity. To
the southern part of the main woodland block is an area of wet grassland.
The woodland slopes to the west to a stream. In the valley bottom, in some places the ditch is
lined to form a storm drain, removing the natural banks of the stream.
There are informal routes throughout the wood and it is used for dog walking. There are some
signs of anti-social behaviour (fires, litter, vandalism and a tree house) but this is largely to be
expected as the site is surrounded by housing.
The existing management plan has the following aims:
1. To maintain the integrity of the woodland habitats through a formalised programme of
habitat works so that the site acts as a wildlife refuge;
2. Encourage wider public use of the site;
3. Ensure that the site is fully operational for drainage purposes;
4. Ensure the site is clean and safe for visitors.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

67%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

70%

Management evaluation

60%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

7

70%

10

100%

4
Site

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Priority habitat
deciduous woodland,
the majority ancient
woodland.

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

4
3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

3

7

70%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.
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Comments

1

Site
Comments
Score

1

Although some signs
of litter and
vandalism, campmaking etc.

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score
The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

Score by
Criterion

Site
Comments
Score

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria
The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

Site
Score
Maximum
score

6

60%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Comments

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

1

No educational use
at present and no
clear intention, but
scores 1 as has the
potential to be a
valuable site.

1

New management
plan being written,
ensure this is
suitable for LNR
designation.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

This
Site

Comments

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

2

Owned and managed
by Maidstone
Borough Council so
site is secure. New
management plan
being written, but
management
minimal.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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Site

2
1
0

1

Comments
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Sunningdale Court Woodland (River Len Reserve, Maidstone)

Ownership

Between Sunningdale Court, Square Hill Road and Turkey Mill,
Maidstone
TQ78875455
ME15 8GR
Network Rail

Management Organisation

Network Rail

Size

Approx. 0.7 hectares

Existing Designations
Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

None
Network Rail interested in designating LNRs; further discussion
required
Landowner agreement required.
Management plan required which complies with LNR
requirements. Management needs to be implemented in line with
plan.

Location

Constraints

Site Description
The woodland adjacent to
Sunningdale Court is included
as a potential extension to the
existing River Len LNR.
Small area of primarily sycamore
woodland with some ash. There
is no access to the woodland.
The woodland could form a
buffer area and extension to the
existing River Len Local Nature
Reserve.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)

Yes

The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.
Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

33%

Local natural interest evaluation

60%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

0%

Management evaluation

40%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

6

60%

10

100%

4
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland

1

1

Mid Kent Greensand
and Gault BOA and site
within Len Valley
corridor

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest
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2

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2

Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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2

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Comments

0

0%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score

0
Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

0

4

40%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0
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Site
Comments
Score

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

0

Comments

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

1

Line side management

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

0

0

Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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1
0

Comments

Walderslade Woodlands

Size

Adjacent to various roads in Walderslade
TQ76156237
ME5 9DE
Kent County Council
Boxley Parish Council under licence from Kent County Council
and Walderslade Woodlands Group
Approx. 42 hectares

Existing Designations

Local Wildlife Site: Walderslade Woods, MA67

Location
Ownership
Management Organisation

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Constraints

Kent County Council did not reply to enquiry; see below for
potential changes in ownership.
Boxley Parish Council/Walderslade Woodlands Group supportive
in principle, subject to further information on legal agreement.
Part of land is within Medway Council area; therefore Medway
must delegate powers to MBC to designate or a joint declaration
made.
At present the future ownership of the land is in question and land
ownership may pass to Boxley Parish Council if enabling
development proceeds. Designation

Site Description
Ancient broadleaved woodland listed on the ancient woodland inventory; the Local Wildlife Site
citation notes that over 30 ancient woodland indicator plants have been recorded. Also, within the
site are several unimproved grassland clearings.
From the citation for LWS:
The site consists of three relict wooded dip slope dry valleys cut into the North
Downs. Formerly, the woodland covered a much larger area including much of the
plateau area between the valleys. The unmanaged semi-natural ancient woodland,
once managed as coppice with standards, supports a typical chalk dip slope
woodland flora.
There is a variety of woodland habitats associated with soils that vary from acidic on
the plateau and upper slopes to highly calcareous on the lower slopes and valley
floors, including sweet chestnut Castanea sativa / sessile oak Quercus petraea, on
the plateau, hornbeam Carpinus betulus / hazel Corylus avellana on the middle
slopes, and ash Fraxinus excelsior / hazel / field maple Acer campestre in the valley
bottoms. In addition there is a small area of albeit damaged beech Fagus sylvatica
woodland on the slopes in part of the complex, and scrubby grassland (former
woodland) at the north eastern end of the area. Dense secondary ash/hornbeam
Carpinus betulus woodland has colonised areas that were damaged in the Great
Storm of 1987.
The ground flora is diverse and reflects the diversity of soil types with bluebell
Hyacinthoides nonscripta and bramble dominating the plateau and upper slopes, and
dog’s mercury Mercurialis perennis dominating the lowest slopes and valley floors.
The varied woodland habitats support 30+ ancient woodland indicator plants
including wood anemone nemorosa, moschatel Adoxa moschatellina, wood sorrel
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Oxalis acetosa, herb paris Paris quadrifolia, early purple orchid Orchis mascula,
narrow buckler fern and scaly malefern Dryopteris carthusiana and D. affinis, sweet
woodruff Galium odoratum, sanicle Sanicula europaea, pignut Conopodium majus,
and goldilocks buttercup Ranunculus auricomus.
At present (2019)
the future
ownership of the
land is in question.
An enabling
development has
been proposed at
Beechen Hall
which, if it
proceeds, could
result in the
woodlands passing
to Boxley Parish
Council with a
management fund.
The timescale of
this is not known. It
is unlikely therefore
that Kent County
Council would
support designation
of an LNR at this
time, but the parish
council would be
interested in
investigating further
if the land passes to
them.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

90%

Local natural interest evaluation

80%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

90%

Management evaluation

100%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

8

80%

10

100%

5
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Walderslade Woods,
MA67

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Deciduous woodland
majority ancient
woodland.

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Potential Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

3

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

9

90%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Comments

Site
Comments
Score

Some, due to urban
location, but generally
safe and welcoming.

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Management Plan
Criteria

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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Site
Comments
Score

1

There is opportunity

Site
Comments
Score
3

10

100%

10

100%

This
Site

2

Comments
Landscape and
Ecological
Management Plan
dated 2019, written by
Kent Wildlife Trust.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked

This
Site

Comments

3

Active community
group with support
from parish council,
successful in seeking
funds from various
sources.

1

1

Likely to be passed to
Boxley Parish Council.

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded
Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Site

No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact

2

2

Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site

0

Criteria - Ranked
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Comments
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Weavering Heath

Ownership

South of Bearsted Road and north of Grove Green estate
(Shepherds Gate Drive), Maidstone
TQ78355666
ME14 5LE
Maidstone Borough Council

Management Organisation

Maidstone Borough Council

Size

Approx. 8 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Management plan required – plan in preparation 2019 which will
be suitable for LNR designation. Management will need to be
implemented.

Location

Site Description
Weavering Heath was created from land comprising part of the 1980s Grove Green housing
development. Prior to its clearance for development related purposes the site was occupied by
an extensive tract of semi-natural ancient woodland (Grove and Five Acre Woods), the former
DuPont sand quarry, gorse and broom thickets and a cricket pitch serving the historic hamlet of
Weavering.
The central plateau area is on quarry infill and re-profiled subsoil and debris left over from the
adjacent housing development. The previous management plan states that the periphery is
managed as ‘conservation cut’ grass with the central grass area maintained as amenity grass for
informal recreation. Much of the ‘conservation cut’ grassland is now rank grassland dominated
by false oat grass, cocksfoot, hogweed, marestail and other course species and some areas are
bramble. However, some areas with tormentil, sweet vernal grass and bird’s foot trefoil remain
and there is a small population of pyramidal orchid.
The southern boundary consists of planted blocks of mixed species trees and shrubs, forming
part of the landscaping scheme for the Grove Green Housing estate. The northern fringe retains
small relic patches of the original semi-natural ancient woodland, with oak, sweet chestnut,
willow, birch, elder, hawthorn, gorse and broom scrub, dwarf shrub heath and lichen heath with
occasional common spotted orchid. The extreme north western extent of the site is bisected by a
small damp woodland and willow herb thicket fringed stream, with its source within Horish Wood
to the north and flowing into the River Len to the south.
There is public access across the site and two public footpaths cross the site. There is a trim trail
on the central amenity area.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

73%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

70%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)
The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.
Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

1

7

70%

10

100%

5
Site

-

1

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Relic heath habitats
uncommon in area,
although limited in
area.
Within Mid Kent
Greensand and Gault
BOA

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes
Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

Site
Score

2

Score by
Criterion

Site

4
3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat

2

Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

2

Habitat management
requires improvement
and central area
mown for amenity
use.

8

80%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Comments

Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention and
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention
and opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

Site
Comments
Score

1

Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

2

Interest from
community which
could develop into
greater involvement
in the site.

Site
Score
Maximum
score

7

70%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan
There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago
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1

0

Comments
New management
plan due to be
complete in 2019.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site

This
Site

Comments

3

Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

2

Management for
nature conservation
of the site could be
enhanced. New
management plan in
preparation which will
provide further
objectives for nature
conservation.

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

2

1

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management

Site

2
1

Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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0

1

Comments
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Westfield Wood

Management Organisation

North east of A229, Bluebell Hill, Old Chatham Road near garage
TQ75616076
ME20 7EH
Kent Wildlife Trust Reserve – also shown on Maidstone Borough
Council property register (K363284)
Kent Wildlife Trust

Size

Approx. 5.3 hectares

Existing Designations

Special Area of Conservation, Site of Special Scientific Interest

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown

Constraints

Land is within Tonbridge and Malling District, therefore TMBC
must delegate powers to MBC to designate. Management plan
not viewed – need to assess suitability.

Location
Ownership

Site Description
Part of the internationally important
yew woodland on the chalky slopes
of the Kent Downs. Yew
overtopped by ash and beech with
hazel understorey. Many of the
mature beech trees were affected
by the 1987 storm. The woodland
has been left to regenerate
naturally. The storm damage
allowed sycamore to enter the w
woodland, which is frequent in
places. On deeper soils to the
north can be found crab apple and
oak. Ground flora includes
butcher’s broom, stinking iris, green
hellebore and stinking hellebore.
Shown as owned by Maidstone
Borough Council but listed as a
Kent Wildlife Trust Reserve.
Adjacent to Boxley Warren LNR.
The site is already internationally
and nationally designated.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

77%

Local natural interest evaluation

100%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

30%

Management evaluation

100%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

10

100%

10

100%

6
Site

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

1

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Site
Score

4

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

2
1
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation
Potential Score

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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Comments

3

30%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Site
Comments
Score

1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Management Plan
Criteria

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0
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0
Site
Comments
Score

3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

Management Evaluation - Site Score

Site
Comments
Score

0

10

100%

10

100%

This
Site

2

Comments
Not seen but assumed
appropriate
management for
nature reserve by Kent
Wildlife Trust.

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

3

3

Comments

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0

Comments
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Wimpey Field

Ownership

South of The Bartons, Staplehurst
TQ77944324
TN12 0EH
Staplehurst Parish Council

Management Organisation

Staplehurst Parish Council

Size

Approx. 2.7 hectares

Existing Designations

None

Location

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?
Constraints

Undecided
None

Site visit conducted with Staplehurst Parish Council representatives.
Site Description
Two fields with developing secondary woodland. Owned and managed by Staplehurst Parish
Council following development of the adjacent housing estate. The SUDS pond close to the
housing estate is retained by Taylor Wimpey and is excluded from the potential LNR.
The secondary woodland is comprised of oak, up to c20 years old. There is older woodland on
the edges of the site and in the northern area with some mature oak trees. Other species include
ash, hawthorn, blackthorn and field maple. Ground flora includes stitchwort, brambles,
pendulous sedge, herb Robert and bluebell. A community orchard has been planted with
traditional and heritage varieties. A few orchard trees remain in the older northern section which
was formerly orchard. Some areas have been thinned and, in these areas, and alongside rides,
the grass is cut on rotation, with 1/3 cut short, 1/3 cut to medium length and 1/3 left uncut each
year. Banks of bramble and younger scrub add to habitat variety.
Adders are present on the site. The young woodland supports warblers and nightingales. Bird
and bat boxes have been installed and there are log piles.
A newt mitigation pond has been created, which will be a receptor area for newts translocated
from development sites. The SUDS pond owned by Taylor Wimpey is also a valuable habitat,
but there are issues with managing reed cover (currently too much coverage) and there are
marsh frogs. It will be important that these do not spread to the translocation pond.
The site is well-used by local people for recreation. The site is also used for education with an
education area, including visits from scouts/guides/brownies, and a ‘BioBlitz’ event. There is
some evidence of burning and low-level damage but this is well-managed by the parish council.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

83%

Local natural interest evaluation

70%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

80%

Management evaluation

100%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained
The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion
1

7

70%

10

100%

4
Site

-

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest

1

-

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2
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Comments

Deciduous woodland,
traditional orchard
mapped but not
present

Comments

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Potential Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score
Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1
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3

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Comments

8

80%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Site
Comments
Score
1

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

Management Plan
Criteria

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1
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Site
Comments
Score
2

Site
Comments
Score
3

10

100%

10

100%

This
Site

2

Comments
Landscape and
Ecology Management
Plan 2012 provided at
time of housing
development.
Suitable for purpose,
but LNR designation
could provide an
opportunity to refresh
action table to reflect
works undertaken.

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

0

Management Structures and Security
Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

3

3

Comments

2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained
The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

1

1

Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

2

Management effectiveness
Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

Comments

1

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0

Comments
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Yalding Fen
Location
Ownership

Hampstead Lane, Yalding

Size

Progen Land
Yalding Parish Council and Medway Valley Countryside
Partnership
Approx. 14.5 hectares

Existing Designations

Local Wildlife Site: Hale Street Ponds and Pasture, MA18

Landowner supportive of
designating as LNR?

Unknown, see below. Yalding Parish Council very supportive of
the fen becoming an LNR
Updated management plan will be required.
New landowner, intentions not clear

Management Organisation

Constraints
Site Description

Within Yalding Fen there are three areas; water, fen meadow and fen grassland. The site is
notable for its diversity of wetland habitats, including undisturbed damp grassland, wetland and
wet woodland, and its range of scarce damp-loving plants. It also includes a traditional orchard,
with grazed grassland under the trees, which adds interest to the site.
Fen grassland which varies in quality. Some areas are drier, allowing false oat-grass sward to
dominate. Other areas remain wetter and have a greater range of wetland species and, where
litter has not accumulated, small marsh plants like skullcap Scutellaria galericulata, greater bird’sfoot-trefoil Lotus pedunculatus, water mint Mentha aquatica, water figwort Scrophularia
auriculata, water forget-me-not Myosotis scorpioides, marsh marigold Caltha palustris and
gipsywort Lycopus europaeus are present. One nationally scarce species is also present –
narrow-leaved water dropwort Oenanthe silaifolia and one Red Data Book species fox sedge
Carex vulpina. Wet woodland and willow carr is frequent across the site, adding diversity.
The site requires management through cutting or grazing and the water level and accumulation
of litter will have a significant impact on the quality of the fen habitat.
There is access across the site, through public footpaths and permissive paths, with a series of
boardwalks and bridges. The orchard is used for an annual apple harvesting festival.
The fen was previously owned by ICI/Syngenta until they vacated the adjacent works c12/13
years ago. The land has subsequently changed ownership to St Modwen Ltd who stopped all
management after a longstanding involvement by the Medway Valley Partnership and Yalding
Council. Management was improved again after a lapse in management activity and the site is
now grazed. The land has changed ownership again, with the latest owner being Progen Land.
Funding remains an issue. Yalding Parish Council would be ideal future owner and would offer
security for the site but the intentions of current landowner unclear at present and it probably
premature for the landowner to be willing to designate at this stage.
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Core Legislative Tests
The site is managed solely for a conservation purpose (no
recreation)
The site is managed for both a conservation purpose and for
recreation, and recreation does not compromise its management for
a conservation purpose.

Yes

Summary of Score - all evaluation areas

80%

Local natural interest evaluation

90%

Public interest, education and value evaluation

100%

Management evaluation

50%
Site
Score
Maximum
score

Natural Interest Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Place in Ecological Unit Evaluation
Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

9

90%

10

100%

6
Site

Comments

The site is already recognised as being of local
importance as a Local Wildlife Site (or has a
higher designation)

1

1

Local Wildlife Site:
Hale Street Ponds
and Pasture, MA18

The site contains priority habitats (mapped by
Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey) or
species, or the management plan, survey or
local knowledge indicates their presence.

1

1

Traditional orchard,
small area of ancient
woodland.

1

1

Partly in Medway and
Low Weald
Greensand and Gault

Criteria - Size and Surrounding Land Use Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

Site

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering OR important large site in urban area

3

3

Site above 2 hectare minimum threshold,
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering OR important site in urban area

2

Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold, but
surrounding land offers good connectivity and
buffering and there is low recreational pressure

2

Connectivity to other sites - within or adjacent to
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area or connected to
a Natural England or Kent Habitat Survey
priority habitat, Local Wildlife Site or other area
of natural interest
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Site below 2 hectare minimum threshold and
surrounding land lacks connectivity and
buffering but is an important semi-natural site in
an urban area

1

Site less than 2 hectare minimum threshold,
isolated site, surrounding land offers little
connectivity and buffering to the site and/or
there is recreational pressure

0

Condition of Habitats Evaluation
Criteria - Ranked Score

Site
Score

3

Score by
Criterion

Site

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes

4

Habitats generally good across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some small areas
of lower quality habitat

3

Habitats generally poor across primary quality
attributes, however, may be some areas of
better quality habitat
Habitats of conservation interest but generally
poor across primary quality attributes

Potential Score

1

Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Access - Ranked Score

3

2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

Public Value Evaluation

Access is permitted to most of the site, either in
full or in part, through public rights of way or
through permitted access which is
longstanding/will remain

2

Access is permitted to only a small part of the
site, or restricted in some way

1

Access is not permitted

0

10

100%

10

100%

Site
Comments
Score
2

Criteria - Score 1 for each criterion attained

Score by
Criterion

The site provides accessible natural
greenspace for nearby population (within 1km)

1

1

The site is in proximity to schools

1

1

The site is generally safe and welcoming to the
public, with low levels of vandalism and litter, for
example.

1

1
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Site
Comments
Score

Criteria - Education and Community Events Ranked Score

Score by
Criterion

The site is used for education and events
(which do not compromise natural interest)

2

The site is not currently used for education and
events but there is interest/intention or
opportunity

1

The site is not currently used for education and
events and there is minimal interest/intention or
opportunity

0

Criteria - Community Interest - Ranked
Score
Communities are interested and actively
involved in the management of the site, or it is a
community owned or run site

Score by
Criterion
3

communities are interested with the potential to
become involved in the management of the site
in the short term (e.g. with interested residents
or emerging group)

2

communities are not involved but there may be
potential e.g. the site is close to residential area

1

Communities are not involved and there is
limited potential in the short term

0

Management Evaluation - Site Score
Potential Score
Management Plan
Criteria

Site
Comments
Score
3

5

50%

10

100%

Site
Score
Score by
Criterion

This
Site

2

The site has a management plan which has
lapsed in the last 1 to 5 years, but which was
appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

1

The site has a current management plan but
this is not wholly appropriate for a Local Nature
Reserve or the site has management objectives
appropriate for Local Nature Reserve but not a
full management plan

1

0
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2

Site
Score
Maximum
score

The site has an up-to-date management plan
which is appropriate for a Local Nature Reserve

There is no management plan in place or
previous plan lapsed over 5 years ago

Site
Comments
Score

0

Comments

Five year
management plan
dated 2007, expired
2012. New
management plan
will be required.

Management Structures and Security
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management organisation/structure in place,
funded, actively managing the site
Management organisation/structure in place,
but issues with funding or in implementing
management

This
Site

Comments

3
2

Management organisation/structure in place but
the site is not being managed

1

No management organisation/structure and no
management taking place

0

2

Criteria - score 1 if criterion attained

The future of the site is secure and safeguarded

Site has changed
ownership several
times, hopefully
secure.

1

Management effectiveness
Score by
Criterion

Criteria - Ranked
Management plan being followed and site
managed appropriately and/or effectively for a
Local Nature Reserve
Management plan partially followed and site
being managed, but sub-optimally for a Local
Nature Reserve e.g. issues with
appropriateness of management for habitats or
effectiveness
No management taking place

This
Site

Comments

2

1

1

Management taking
place but insecurity
of management and
ownership

0

Balance of Recreation and Nature
Conservation
Criteria - Ranked
No recreation or recreation is well-managed
and has no detrimental impact
Recreation has some detrimental impact, e.g.
trampling, disturbance or inability to fulfil
appropriate conservation management
Recreation has a severe detrimental impact to
the conservation status of the site
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Score by
Criterion

Site

2

2

1
0

Comments
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